REPRESSION AND SUBLIMATION
The second thing that can happen to our walled-up
valley, our repressed instinct, is that the water behind the
wall may seep through in secret places (places unknown or
from which we resolutely turn our gaze), and find channels
of its own down whi<ih it runs to create new problems worse
than those for which we built the wall. We prevent
emulation in the school, because it so easily breeds envy
and conceit, and it finds expression in seeing who can smoke
most cigarettes, or know most swear words. We fail to
take account of the sex instinct, we wall it off from life,
and it leaks out in perversions, or transfers itself to unhealthy
friendships and favouritisms.
But thirdly, and perhaps worst, our dam may be a
success. The valley below may be quite dry (and sterile),
a Pyrrhic victory won at the cost of absorbing the whole
energy of the land in preserying and strengthening the dam.
The need of restraining that imprisoned force neutralizes
whatever else of force th,$ individual possesses, and a
tremendous mental conflict is set up, the more disastrous
because its existence is denied, or is even unknown to
consciousness. This is the analogue of the repressed com-
plex of the Freudians, the source of so much mental trouble.
And as a valley may be dammed most easily near its source,
so the Freudians find the cause of such repressions mainly
in the early years of infancy, and lend by their theories
a new importance to Gertrude teaching her children, to the
fore-kindergarten and kindergarten years. Repression of
instincts in those early years means that we block the
natural channel but leave to chance what the result will
be. True educative agencies would block no channels,
would merely divert slightly the flow of energy. In the
frills a little thing may decide whether a spring will send
its waters down this or th$t valley, and a result may be
achieved which, if postponed, would have required marvels
of engineering.
The Freudian school seeks in the sex-complex most of

